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A

s the hectic hustle and bustle
of the year 2007-8 begins to
subside, Yeled v’Yalda’s Human Resources Department is busy planning
another successful year. We have
many new ideas to accommodate
our staff so that all their personnel issues are addressed.
With YvY’s employees’ needs first
and foremost on our minds, we hope
to continue:
• ongoing communication,
•	ensuring employees are updated
on new and changing YvY policies,
•	orientation and welcoming of new
staff, and
•	training and development activities to keep our staff up-to-date
with the constant changes at YvY
and in the Early Childhood field.
A Confidentiality Policy has been
sent out to all employees to be signed
and returned to the HR Dept. As employees of YvY, it is our responsibility
to respect the confidentiality of our
clients and our co-workers. All information pertaining to YvY’s clients
(continued on page 2)
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Your Opinion Counts!
Our In the Spotlight feature sheds light on different departments or events at YvY. In this issue of YvY
Ink, we discuss the upcoming Wipfli LLP staff survey.

O

nce again, Yeled v’Yalda offers employees an opportunity to provide
feedback about management and workplace by inviting all employees to participate in the Wipfli LLP Employee Perspectives Survey. A similar survey, previously
conducted in 2004, proved itself very valuable in affecting positive change at YvY.
Management has
therefore decided,
with approval by
the Board and
Policy Council, to
reconduct an employee survey. Doing so allows us
to “check in” with
you and follow up
on any trends or
patterns from past
surveys. In addition, conducting
an internal survey
by outside consultants creates good
public relations and
substantiates Yeled v’Yalda’s willingness to
risk exposure of its weaknesses in its constant quest for self-improvement.
The feedback we receive from these surveys is invaluable to the ongoing success
of Yeled v’Yalda. We encourage everyone
to take the time and complete the survey,
which will be made available to you by
hard copy and online sometime in early

January. In addition, some employees will
be asked to participate in a face-to-face focus group with the Wipfli consultants.
Despite some employee concerns regarding anonymity, which were voiced
during the last survey, we assure you that
the process is entirely anonymous and
confidential, and any feedback that you
provide will be
used in a positive
way to improve
our organization.
You will not have
to give your name
and YvY will not
be getting your
feedback. All responses will go directly to the consulting firm.
Yeled v’Yalda
recognizes that operations and work
practices need to
be modified as
the organization
grows and that responsibilities may need
to be shifted and/or split among divisions.
We value your feedback and are sincerely
interested in your opinions about what we
are doing right and by the same token, in
which areas you feel we can do better as an
organization.
As a result of the 2004 survey, we took
(continued on page 2)
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From the Desk of…

O

ne of the great things about YvY employees is that, in their constant striving
for excellence, they have exhibited a remarkable enthusiasm for developing
their knowledge so that they can be the very best in their field. In order to
accomplish this, employees must be up-to-date on all the new methods as well as review
the old “tried & true” techniques. The primary focus of my job, as Professional Development Coordinator, is to organize workshops and seminars to bring the newest ideas and
information to our professional staff. Our goal is to have at least one class per month
where we invite leading educators in different fields to bring their special expertise to
YvY.
We try to balance our curriculum so as to serve all of our therapists and teachers as
well as the parent body of our Head Start and Special Education classes. For example,
we had a very successful workshop on “Nutrition” as it relates to both the healthy and
the special needs child.
Our seminar on “Dyslexia” gave our staff and parents in depth understanding of the
dynamics of the dyslexic child. The “Behavior Management Class” offered ideas for both
teachers and parents. In December we will have an all day workshop dealing with
therapy challenges and stuttering in children. Phonological disorders and language delays will be discussed at a seminar in January. All of our workshops
are also open to the public so that YvY can help share knowledge of the
advances with the community at large. The lectures are taped and
transferred to CDs and DVDs and they are all available for viewing
by the YvY staff and parent body.
Topics for the workshops are primarily determined by the
recommendations I receive from the professional staff. I am
always open to innovative topic ideas and new names of lecturers. I certainly consider and appreciate all the suggestions I receive.
Thank you for all your help and suggestions — I look
forward to hearing from you and will continue to do my utmost to accommodate and try to fulfill your requests.

Vicki Edelstein

Professional Staff Development

HRD (continued from page 1)
and staff is considered confidential.
 O discussions of personal informaN
tion should take place in a public
area or where others may overhear
your discussion.
 Confidential information is to be used
only in connection with the legitimate function of an employee’s job
duties. We ask any employees who
have not yet returned their forms to
HR to please do so immediately.
Our Human Resources Department
welcomes all employee suggestions
and comments to assist us in enhanc-

ing the continued growth and satisfaction of our staff. With your help, and by
working together as a team, we can
surely ensure the harmony of the YvY
family and the success of our organization.
We are looking forward to your cooperation in the upcoming Wipfli LLP
Employee Survey. The feedback generated from the survey is a key factor
in helping us develop a successful Human Resources department.

Gitty Lichtenstein

Director of Human Resources

Tzivie Marder

Asst. to Director of HR

Name: Nechama Futerfas

Name: David Ganz

Job at YvY: Assistant teacher at 407 E. 53rd St. HS site

Job: Building maintenance & Kitchen,
Transportation and all around Manager
at 12 Franklin Avenue HS site

How long at YvY: 8 years
Prized possessions: my lovely 8 children that I am honored to
raise. They teach me to live and learn all about life.
Survey (continued from page 1)

heed of many employees’ suggestions and
acted on the feedback by implementing
several changes and enhancements. Examples include:
•	Expanding the Human Resources Department “to provide for organizational
development and human resource planning”
•	Launching of YvY Ink Employee Newsletter “to provide an ongoing communication strategy that continually directs
accurate information to staff’s attention”
•	Initiating a Yearly Staff Development
Luncheon – sharing of information/
staff development lectures
We continue to look for ways to increase
the flow of information between all levels
of staff. Employees are the lifeblood of
every organization, and that is why Yeled
v’Yalda remains committed to ensuring
that each and every employee has access
to the resources and support they need, as
well as the opportunity to provide input
regarding the issues that affect them.
Our aspirations include being an employer of choice and providing high quality Early Childhood Services to the public
while maintaining city, state and Federal
compliance standards. With your continued commitment and dedication, these
are easily achievable goals.
Every survey submission will be automatically entered in a raffle to win two round
trip tickets to Florida (two such prizes will
be awarded). Thank you for your participation, and we look forward to sharing results
of the survey with you in the spring.

Working at YVY since: 1983

Favorite food: ice cream

Interesting trip: I went to Israel
and explored border to border. On
return trip was bumped by TWA
– they sent us to Switzerland for 4
hours where we enjoyed the magnificent scenery and I received a $400
voucher.

Place I’d like to visit someday: I’d love to visit Israel again

Favorite food: French fries

If I won the lottery, I would… Help out family members and fix
up my home which could use some major home improvement

Would like to visit one day: Czechoslovakia
– where my parents were born

Biggest achievement: raising happy, well adjusted children

If I won the lottery, I would: keep the money…

Hidden talent: dancing, singing

Volunteering done: Chevra Kadisha – Chesed shel Emes [burial
society]

Interesting trip: I went to a simcha in Israel. At that time I was able
to visit the Meoras Hamechpela (Hebron)– I was totally touched.
Food recipe I’m famous for: potato kugel – everyone asks me for
my recipe but they say it just doesn’t come out as good as I make it
Person that has the biggest impact on who I am: my husband

What I do in my free time: I love to go walking, biking, reading…things I have zero time for

Something I regret: I regret that I took out a CDL (commercial
delivery license)!

Something I regret: I should have gone to school for my degree
and still hope to do so in the near future

My family consists of: wife and 8 kids, 5 grandchildren
Something I’m good at (hidden talent): poetry

Funny/Embarrassing thing that happened to me: One of my first times standing on line at the bank, I asked a visibly
pregnant friend “what do you do?” and
she answered “in December”.

Also fluent in: Spanish (pretty fluent)
Something I’d like to get rid of: 100 lbs.
If I’ve learned one thing in life, it’s: KEEP QUIET!

Volunteering done: I cook suppers
for new moms. I have a children’s Tehilim [Psalms] group in my home every 4th Shabbos, and I’m a dorm mother for Beth Rivkah
Pet peeve: when people lie or are disrespectful to others
If I’ve learned one thing in life, it’s: Don’t take anything for
granted

New Faces at YvY

Brieger, Tzivi

(BP)

Teacher

(BP)

Secretary

Asst Teacher

Feferkorn, Chaya (BP)
Asst Teacher
Feldman, Aviva
(F)
Asst Teacher
Fleischman, Chaya Ethel (BP)
Teacher
Friedlander, Judith (BP)
Teacher
Gancfried, Aron
Tutor
Goldblatt, Nechama (BP)
Teacher
Gross, Chana
(BP)
Record Clerk
Grunstein, Henie (BP)
Secretary
Hecht, Fayga
(BP)
Asst Teacher
Hirsch, Devorah
(C)
Asst Teacher

(BP) Consultant–Education

(continued on page 6)

Ackerman, Gitty

(BP) Quality Assurance

Brodt, Blima

Altman, Sara

(BP)

Crawford, Gregoria (SI)

Asst Teacher

Banayan, Behnaz

(F)

Cuellar, Wilma

(SI)

Family Worker

Bauer, Tziporah

(BP)

Record Clerk

Daskal, Rose

(BP)

Family Worker

Benjamin, Yocheved (BP)

Family Worker

Edwards, Linda

(SI)

Asst Teacher

Einhorn, Sara

(BP)

Record Clerk
Bookkeeper

Secretary
Asst Teacher

Asst Teacher

See Page 7
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Blau, Esther

(CH)

Blesofsky, Sara

(F)

Teacher

Eisenbach, Rochel (BP)

Block, Sima

(C)

Teacher

Farhi, Avivit

Braunstein, Rifky

(BP)

Teacher

Fasten, Jacob

(C)
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Te c h Ta l k

Important
n
for all YvYews
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W

ith Mr. Feferkorn at the helm, the Yeled v’Yalda IT Department has undertaken a new initiative to improve the sharing of
information and news between all of YvY. Using tools available from the Flickr photo-sharing site, any YvY member who takes
pictures of an event, or who simply wants to see what’s been happening around YvY, should register for a free account and request an invitation to join the Yeled v’Yalda group. As a member, you can upload your own photos, view other YvY members’ archives, print photos,
post your best pictures for others’ review, and comment on others’ posts and photos. Below is a brief overview of Flickr’s features.

Uploading photos is simple and straightforward using Flickr. Just find where your photos are stored
on your computer, add some descriptive keywords
(tags), set your privacy settings, and choose upload. Up to two hundred photos will be visible and
searchable to you and those members whom you
have designated as “friends.”

Births

Baby boy to Batya Moskowitz (BP) – after 4 girls!
Baby girl to Blimie Saltzer (BP)
Baby girl to Blimie Feig (BP)
Baby girl to Malky Geiger (BP)
Twin boy and girl to Rivky Jalas (BP); Mazel Tov
to her mother, Chana Lieberman (BP)
Baby girl to Mr. Mordechai Schwartz (BP)
Baby girl to Leah Vorst (BP)
Baby by to Chaya Eti Fleischman (BP)

Proud Grandparents

Chaya Kagan (BP), granddaughter and grandson
Judy Wakszul’s (BP) daughter, Tzivie Pollak
(speech therapist), baby girl
Yospy (BP), granddaughter
Vicky Edelstein (BP), grandson Yehuda
Yitty Unger (W), grandson Yaakov Nachman
Ita Grinblat (W), grandson Yehuda Zev
Tzurty Green (BP), granddaughter Leah’la
Aggi Lemmer (BP), grandson Nochum
Hindy Halberstam (W), granddaughter

Engagements

Devoiry Rabinowitz (BP) to Binyomin Saull
Gitty Ackerman (BP) to Chaim Menachem
Goldring
Rochelle Jeger’s (BP) son to Ilana Ginzburg

Flickr provides you with an “Organizr” to allow
you to easily sort your photos into subdivisions
called “sets.” The Organizr also lets you add your
photos to YvY’s group pool and change tags and
descriptions.

Mazel
Y v Y C e l e b rat i o n s

Judy Gartner’s (BP) granddaughter Huvy Levitin
to Duvie Wieder
Malya Dinerman’s (BP) son Mordechai to Nechama Dena Loschak
Raizel Landa’s (W) daughter Chana Esther to Y.
Mizrachi
Chanie Schwartz (W) to Yosef Baum
Elisheva Schepansky (BP) to Hillel Hertz
Rivky Gleiberman (BP) to Yisroel Yaakov Rubin
Sara Tomases’s (BP) daughter Dina to Menachem Weiner
Tziri Gold (W)

Marriages

Goldy (Zupnick) Weiss (W)
Aron Gestetner’s (BP) son
Nusen Feferkorn’s (BP) daughter
Sury Klein (BP) to Aba Fisch
Rifky Sompolinsky’s (BP) son Shmuel Ahron to
Sara Alon
Leah Deutsch (BP) to Shauli Brachfeld
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Tov!

Chani Greenwald (BP) to Moishe Gombo
Hindy Halberstam’s (W) daughter Chaya Laya
to Yisrael Chaim Greenberg
Rochel Levine’s (BP) daughter
Ella Weiser’s (W) daughter
Shainy Tifenbrun’s (F) daughter
Tziry Waks (BP) to Shimmy Waks

Bar Mitzvah

Ruchie Herbst’s (BP) son Yitzchak Isaac
Chaya Kagan’s (BP) grandson
Judy Gartner’s (BP) grandson Yossi Abadi

Ezra Celebrations

Dr. Teitelbaum’s daughter Shira: engaged to
Dovie Bechofer
Dr. Wagshall’s son Shmiel Ahron: Bar Mitzvah
Suri Lunger: engaged to Shia Reches
Mr. Mayer: birth of a daughter
Pearl Shakowitzky: birth of a son, Moishe

From within Flickr, you can also download photos
(yours and others’) for use, rotate photos, and order
prints.
Also, you can add notes to photos, to appear whenever
a viewer rolls over the area.

Use sets to keep your photos
arranged the way you like them.

We encourage all YvY staff to take advantage of the services Flickr offers. For more
information on joining YvY’s Flickr network, email egrossman@yeled.org.
NOTE: As in all other areas, YvY works hard to guarantee its clients’ confidentiality. Caution should always be
taken to ensure that sensitive material is only shared with authorized personnel. When using Flickr, all photographs should be set at private, allowing them to be viewed only by users who have received permission.

It’s a Miracle!

New Faces (continued from page )

Hoffman, Rebecca (BP) Quality Assurance
Horowitz, Reva
(BP) Family Worker
Kahan, Michael
(BP)
Teacher
Kahana, Rivka
(BP)
Asst Teacher
Kancso, Lynn
(SI)
Teacher
Klein, Sara
(BP) Quality Assurance
Kozicki, Miriam
(BP) Family Worker
Kreindler, Broche (W)
Teacher
Landau, Liba
(BP) Family Worker
Levit, Mindy
(BP)
Teacher
Levitin, Yocheved (CH)
Asst Teacher
Lichter, Shlome
(BP) I. T. Assistant
Lichtman, Hinda (BP)
Teacher
Loriner, Chana
(BP)
Record Clerk
Matatov, Malky
(BP)
Aide
Mathless, Sarah
(BP) Service Coord
Mendelsohn, Sara (F) Family Worker
Meyer, Raizel
(BP) Family Worker
Milstein, Faigy
(BP)
Secretary
Milworm, Sarah
(BP) Quality Assurance
Mor, Tamar
(C)
Teacher
Mordechaieb, Ilana (C)
Asst Teacher
Nunez, Dagmar
(SI)
Asst Teacher
Ortiz, Elizabeth
(SI) Disabilities Coord
Paris, Nicole
(SI)
Asst Teacher
Perman, Nechama (CH)
Asst Teacher
Prager, Malka
(BP)
Nutritionist
Preisler, Henny
(BP)
Asst Teacher
Ringel, Yisroel
(BP) Deputy Director
Rosenberg, Batsheva (F)
Teacher
Rosenberg, Brocha (BP) Quality Assurance
Rosenberg, Shaindy (BP)
Asst Teacher
Schepansky, Sora (BP) HR Coordinator
Schwartz, Sara
(BP) HR Coordinator
Shimonov, Eleonora(BP)
Asst Teacher
Shpigelman, Chaya (C) Family Worker
Skolnick, Shoshana (C)
Teacher
Slomovics, Chana
Asst Teacher
Spiegel, Shoshana (BP)
Record Clerk
Spritzer, Rachel
(CH)
Teacher
Steinmetz, Chana (W) Family Worker
Stone, Miriam
(BP)
Asst Teacher
Szanzer, Chaya
(BP)
Aide
Szanzer, Gila
(BP)
Asst Teacher
Teitelbaum, Chaya (BP)
Secretary
Unger, Sara
(BP)
Secretary

H

ere are some of the comments we got in response to our survey question:
lights of Chanukah are kindled all over the world. And as school
children learn the story of the Chanukah miracle and of giving
thanks, adults also have a chance to ponder life’s miraculous
moments.
Haven’t we all experienced miracles in our lifetime? Employees
share with us personal modern-day miracles, both big and small.”

We give you the opportunity, once again, to participate in the “Zooming In” survey by submitting answers to the following questions. In order to be entered into the raffle to win a free lunch
or dinner for two at a local dining establishment, your completed questionnaire must be received by January , .
To complete this survey online, go to
|
Questions with a star (*) must be answered. Please answer as many questions as possible.
*Name:

• My personal miracle? I got hired at Yeled v’Yalda!!!!

*What is your job at YVY? Elaborate briefly

• Would you think — flipping over in my car, landing on my roof with my two small
nephews and brother-in-law in the car and we all crawled out unharmed — would
that be a BIG or a small miracle?!

*How long have you worked at YVY?

• My mother had a cancerous brain tumor when I was  years old. It was (miraculously) discovered when she went
in for sinus surgery due to repeated sinus infections. When they did an MRI
scan in preparation for the surgery, they
found the malignant tumor — it was
small enough that they were able to successfully remove it without permanent
brain damage. If she had not had that
(elective) surgery, the doctors said they
would not have discovered the tumor
until it was too late to operate or, if
they did operate, she would have been
left permanently disabled. After surgery
and radiation, my mother’s cancer is
completely cured.

Win a fr
for two aeteameal
c al
restauranlo
t!

EMPLOYEE QUESTIONNAIRE

. Do you own any prized possessions? Explain:
. Are you related to any celebrities, famous person?
. Describe an interesting trip you once took.
. Which musical instrument do you play well?
. Has anything you have written been published? Explain
. Have you ever done any public speaking? Describe

?

. Is there a food recipe you are famous for? Elaborate:

. Who is a person that has had a big impact on who you are?
. What is your favorite food?

. Is there a place would you like to visit someday? Describe:

. What is a funny/fascinating/embarrassing thing that happened to you?
. If I won the lottery, I would…
. Do you do any volunteering? Explain

. What is your biggest achievement / major accomplishment?

first. When my mother was sick and after her life was miraculously saved, I started to
become more religious and  years later went to study in seminary in Yerushalayim. I
am the only Orthodox Jew in my family for several generations…

. What is something you regret not having learned or done?

It’s gorgeous!!! Really didn’t think it would happen so soon!

. What is something you do in your free time/for fun/ a hobby?

•
• I found parking today on th Street — a BIG miracle!
Wercberger, Rivka
Wisboro, Emilia
Wolf, Ruth
Wolosow, Alte
Yaich, Laila
Zachariash, Paye

(BP) Consultants–Ed
(SI)
Asst Teacher
(BP)
Secretary
(CH)
Teacher
(BP)
Record Clerk
(BP)
Secretary

Zidele, Nechama

(C)

?

?

. Are you an expert at any game/sport? (chess, scrabble, tennis etc.) Have you ever won any trophies?

. What does your family consist of?

. What is something most people don’t know about you?
. Do you have a pet peeve? What irks you?
. What is something you are very good at? (special talent)
. What is your favorite website (besides for YVY’s)? or favorite store?
. Are you fluent in more than three languages? Which ones?
. What is a habit you wish you could get rid of?
. If you’ve learned one thing in life, it’s:

Teacher
An edible masterpiece by a YvY employee

Not all submissions will necessarily be published, and we reserve the right to edit as needed.
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Advancement at YvY
Bodenstein, Devora (BP) Ed Director, 1353
Bomrind, Freida (BP, F)
Ed Director,
1968, 3909
Deflorio, Catalina (SI)
Family Assistant
Fleischman, Batsheva (BP)
EHS Teacher
Grossman, Rachel (C)
Family
Community Partnership Coordinator

Jain, Ana
(SI)
Kapetas, Jacqueline (BP)
Kohn, Malky
Robert, Lisette
Stybel, Sharon
Teigman, Etty
Teitelbaum, Bashie

Teacher
EI Service

Coordinator
(W) Assistant Teacher
(SI)
EHS Teacher
(C)
EHS Teacher
(C)
Teacher
(BP) Site Director, 1257

We’re Moving!

W

e are all aware of,
and indeed excited about, the imminent move to our new
headquarters at 1312
38th Street. YvY management would like
you to please bear in
mind that it is understood that your new
accommodations
and the overall move
may very possibly be

Reminder!
Do you send out…
• fliers to YvY clients?
• announcements to therapists?
• notes to parents?

Do you need a letterhead or template to help you format your correspondence?
Do you have an exciting YvY project that needs creative direction?

overwhelming at first. In all likelihood,
there will be things that might not meet
your exact expectations or satisfaction
immediately. Having said that, please
give the dust a chance to settle and give
yourself some time to acclimate to your
new surroundings before submitting
any grievances. At YvY, it has always
been, and will continue to be, a high priority to listen to and accommodate our
employees; with a little bit of time and
mutual cooperation everything will undoubtedly fall into place.

Yeled v’Yalda’s graphics department
is available to help you with all
these and any other design needs
you may have.

Contact
art@yeled.org
to get started!

We’d love to hear from you!
We would like to thank everyone for their input, encouragement, and suggestions for the newsletter. Please be advised that due to
editorial content, time and/or space constraints, it is not always possible to include all submissions. At the same time, however, we
would like to encourage you to continue writing us. Look for our next issue in the winter! Please e-mail your comments, suggestions,
letters to the editor and news to YvYInk@yeled.org or to rherbst@yeled.org or fax to 718.871.2100
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